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Vhile speaking of typographical and
1,er errors, a pretty serious error took

place lately in Toronto.
rrors in Printing. One of the big daily

papers put in an ad-
tiement for a large concern and in a
take placed suits at 81 instead of 810.

ere was a rush, a blookade in fact, and
mistake. The editor's work is to re-

and make plain, indistinct writing, to
t technical errors. This company does

uge business, but they do not run a
ting office. The Canadian Bee Journal

rinted iu the largest printing office in
tford, issuing a daily and weekly paper
an unusually large circulation ; that

s responsible for any errors a
ter, cau correct. Any one hav-
copies of the Canadian Bee Journal

before we took it in hand, must ad-
that we do not make a tenth of the

that were made in those days
no one complained. Our readers

not expect perfection in printing.
equite a little experience in sending

te various papers and it is a rare
nce not to find changes in the mean-

transformations have taken place
pnting office. Any person with any
shoemakes allowances for these when

Then take the convention reports,
speaking, often puts in a word he
intend to use, I have noticed our
kers do this, then the reporter gets

Wrong, then the printer and when
ker see it. unless he kas some ex-
le is mad and takes no blame to
he thinks he was the only perfect
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man in the lot. If there is a mistake of a
serions nature, write briefly, and, without
much comment, correct it, and let that be
the end of it.

Another absurdity Mr. Hutchinson
writes is as follows. ' Bee Journals bave

been born and lived a
Bee Journals. short time (some of them

a long time) and then
died, and Dr. Miller thinks that it is not
kindness on the part of other journals to
editorially notice the advent of a new jour-
nal by praising it. That is, that praise
only stimulat es the editor to go on and spend
more m.ney in continuing its publication
when ho might have stopped if we only had
told him that-that his journal was no good.
I can't agree with the Doctor. Adverse
criticisma or even silence would be looked on
by the new journalist as simply the result
of jealousy. Besides, the new comer some-
times out-lives and out-ranks the older
journal. To withhold the usual editorial
notice will neither make nor mar the new
journal, nor prevent its editor froma going
on in the course he has mapped out. The
editorial notice of a new journal is simply
the polite bow with which we greet a new
comer, and to withhold it looks either
baoish or pharisaical."

I suppose Mr. E. means "boorish" the
best papers make typographical errors, but
just let us reason a little, apply a little
common sense. Publishing a Bee Journal
is a business with most people.just as queen
rearing, selling honey, selling bees and bee-
keepers supplies, or even selling dry goods.


